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ALLSEAS
Preparing Allseas
Ninian North Topsides
for Decommissioning

SUMMARY

Onshore engineering, design, procurement
and construction in connection with topsides
preparation for decommissioning

REGION

East Shetland Basin, UK

DURATION

26 weeks

VALUE

£1.7 million

SCOPE OF WORK

The Ninian North Platform formed part of a three-platform facility in conjunction with Ninian
Central and Ninian South located in the East Shetland Basin. It was a combined drilling,
production and accommodation platform. The Ninian North Topsides Removal Preparation
Project consisted of completing all necessary modifications to facilitate the topsides removal
by Allseas’ Pioneering Spirit Heavy Lift Vessel. This fast-tracked project commenced in
November 2017, with engineering and implementation completed by April 2018.

THE PROJECT INCLUDED THE
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:
——

Lift point installation – installation
of Allseas-supplied, sixteen number
bearing blocks onto the jacket legs
to engage with the Pioneering Spirit
horseshoes to perform the lift

——

K1 leg brace installation – an additional
scope identified later in the project, the
K1 leg brace was required to strengthen
the lift point due to concerns regarding
identified lift weight

——

Removal of obstructions for single lift destructing and removing escape-to-sea
ladders and platforms adjacent to
jacket legs to accommodate the
Pioneering Spirit

——

Equipment sea fastening – securing
loose items to prevent the potential for
dropped objects during lift

——

Derrick sea fastening – securing the
derrick in position prior to the topsides lift

——

Cutting and sea fastening pipework –
this included a significant number of
risers, j-tubes, conductor guide sleeves
and caissons, some of which required
the removal of internals prior to airgapping underdeck. This was followed
by partial removal again, as needed, to
facilitate the topsides lift.

CHALLENGES
As a fast-tracked project, time was particularly
tight on the Ninian North Topsides Removal
Preparation Project.
The delivery of fabrications was required in a
short time frame and offshore implementation
was unfortunately severely restricted by adverse
weather from November 2017 to January 2018.
Additionally, the work scope also grew as the
project unfolded, with the client continuing to
mature their design.
However, remaining agile and with onshore
and offshore personnel closely collaborating
throughout, the PD&MS team was able to work
around these challenges and ensure the work
scope and its additions were completed on
schedule.
In dealing with an ageing asset, issues that
can affect the safety of those onboard must
also be managed (e.g. the potential presence
of asbestos). By fully engaging in the asset’s
safety culture, PD&MS dealt with these
challenges, minimising risk to personnel.

CLIENT FEEDBACK
The Operator and client provided positive
feedback in recognition of PD&MS and how the
team’s work resulted in an overall project saving
of 40%.
Find out more about PD&MS’ late life and
decommissioning services.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
——

Overall project saving of 40%

——

Project delivered against an aggressive
fast-track schedule

——

Engineering and construction delivered
in parallel

——

Over 15,000 direct person-hours
liquidated with no LTIs
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